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All Welcome!

Participants in the Pixelmator SIG are reminded to arrive at 1.30pm to help set up for the
session which will run from 2pm to 3.30pm.
If you are not participating in the Pixelmator SIG, would you please get your coffee on arrival
and take it to the first session. During the break between sessions there will be time for you to
wash your cup and interact with other members.
The first part of this meeting will be the the Annual Meeting. This will be followed by a short
break.
After the break we will have a Guest Speaker from the Geelong Regional Library who will
discuss and demonstrate a new feature which has recently been introduced by the Library,
being the availability of Ebooks for borrowing by people with iPads.
Time permitting, Margaret Evans will give a short talk on her experiences with iCloud and
demonstrate how to transfer documents and use photo stream selecting.

Mat Vistarini, Manager of “New Wave Systems” Apple computer shop in East Geelong was once again
our Guest Speaker. He demonstrated and explained various aspects of the newly released Operating
System, “OS X Mountain Lion” and “iCloud”. He also demonstrated an “Apple TV”. Unfortunately, our
newly acquired wireless modem had not been charged prior to the meeting and this caused some
frustration to Matt in his presentations. Question time was very popular with our members but we ran
out of time before all questions could be accommodated.

BMUG offers support to users of Apple Products.
Whether you are a first time user or a hot shot computer programmer, we would like to think that we have something we can offer you,
especially new Tips for each Device. We are simply a group of people who get together once a month to exchange ideas, ask advice, share
knowledge and enjoy each otherʼs company.
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Welcome to the September edition of BMUG News.
Elsewhere in this newsletter you will see that six
nominations have been received for Committee positions for
the forthcoming year.
It is pleasing to see that Peter Oakley, who has been a
Committee member for several years, has nominated for the
position of President.
Two new nominations, being Margaret Evans, a former
President of our Club and Bev Amey will be welcome
additions to the Committee.
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Over the last couple of months, the future of our Club
looked extremely precarious as there appeared to be very
little interest being shown by any members in nominating for
the vacant Committee positions.
I now feel confident that the Club will continue to build on its
past and become even more vibrant and continue to provide
interesting programs for the membership.
Please keep bringing your requests and suggestions to
Committee members, so that we can progress to bigger and
better things in the future. It is after all your Club.

Email Peter....

Peter Baldwin
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Bellarine Mac User Group Inc No. A0049524J
Notice of Annual General Meeting 2012
The Annual General Meeting of BMUG will be held at 4.00pm on Tuesday 11th September 2012.
The meeting will take place at St. Peterʼs Anglican Church Hall, Corner Draper and Hodgson Streets
Ocean Grove 3226

AGENDA

"
"
"
"

"

1."

"
"
"
"
"

2."
3."
4."
"
5."

Apologies.
To confirm the Minutes of the 2011 Annual General Meeting held on 13th September 2011.
To receive the Presidentʼs Annual Report." "
To receive and adopt the Treasurerʼs Annual Financial Report, including proposed membership
fees for the 2013 year." "
To Elect Officers of the Association and Ordinary Members of the Committee."
"

Nominations closed at midnight on 22nd August 2012.
The following Nominations have been received:
President: Peter Oakley; Vice President: Peter Baldwin; Secretary: Pat Hollis; Treasurer: Ian Little;
Ordinary Committee: Margaret Evans and Bev Amey.
"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"

6."
7."

No business other than that set out in this Notice convening the meeting shall be transacted.
Close of Meeting.

PLease Note: Annual Reports have previously been emailed to all members. They will also be tabled and
available for inspection at the meeting.

Balance of Meeting:
At the conclusion of the Annual Meeting there will be a short break to allow time to set up for the next part of our
meeting. This break will allow members time to socialise and also wash their coffee cups.
Following the break, a representative from the Geelong Regional Library will discuss and demonstrate a new
feature which has recently been introduced by the Library, being the availability of Ebooks for borrowing by people
with iPads. There will be time allocated for questions.
Time permitting, Margaret Evans will give a short talk on her experiences with iCloud and demonstrate how to
transfer documents and use photo stream selecting.
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Name Tags:
Members are reminded that it is your responsibility to keep your own Name Tag and please wear it at meetings.
If you have not yet collected your Name Tag, it will be available on the Secretaryʼs table.

Coffee Break:
The current procedure for coffee is still under review. You are again reminded that it is your responsibility to return your cup to
the kitchen and wash it after use. Please do not leave your cup under your seat.
We must vacate the Hall by 6pm, or incur an additional Hall Hire fee. After the last couple of meetings, Committee members
have found themselves having to pick up and wash cups and thus we have been late in leaving the Hall.
"
"
"
"
"
PLEASE CO-OPERATE IN THIS MATTER.

Membership Fees:
Your Committee has resolved to reduce the Annual membership fees for the forthcoming year. This decision
needs to be confirmed by the membership and the draft motion to confirm this will form part of the Treasurerʼs
Annual Report.
The proposed new fees to apply from January 1st 2013 will be as followsSingle Adult $40.00; Adult Couple $70.00; Remote Member $25.00. Pro rata Half yearly fees will still apply.

Program Suggestions and Meeting Format:
Your Committee has had very little input from members as to what you would like us to provide and whether you
are happy with the current meeting format.
Please give this matter your consideration and contact any of the incoming committee members with
suggestions and comments.
One of the first priorities of the new committee will be to set a 12 month program so that members have some
idea as to what is planned for each meeting. The set program may of course, need to be changed from time to
time due to circumstances outside the control of the committee.
Our aim is that when you come along to a meeting you will go away having learnt something new from your
participation.
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Find And Merge Address Book Duplicates
From time to time you should review your Contacts and delete duplicate entries.
Even if youʼve cleared out old, outdated contacts, you will still find that one of the most obvious sorts of address
book clutter is multiple entries for the same person. This usually happens when you add records that differ slightly,
for example, one for “Gay Baker” and another for “Gaye Baker,” or contacts listing different e-mail addresses or
other contact information.
Cleaning up these extra entries is easy in Address Book.

Cleaning up duplicates in Address Book
In Address Book, choose “Card > Look for Duplicates”. The program searches for cards with identical first and last
names, and if it finds any, it gives you only two choices—Cancel (to do nothing) or Merge (to combine the cards for
each matching contact into a single entry). Click on Merge to merge the cards. Unfortunately, Address Book doesnʼt
tell you which entries were duplicated or let you merge selectively, so this technique will do more harm than good if
you have multiple contacts that share both first and last name. Likewise, it doesnʼt recognise slight variants in
spelling, or nicknames, as belonging to the same person.
In such cases, merging cards manually is the better technique. To do this, select two or more names in Address
Book and choose “Card > Merge Selected Cards”. Address Book combines the data into a single record. If any of
the fields directly conflicts with the information in another card (say, two different company names), Address Book
picks one of the entries for the main card and puts the
conflicting information from the other card in the Notes field.

In Apple's Address Book, select two or more cards that
belong to the same person and then choose this menu
command to combine the cards into one.

! !

!

!

!

!

!

Peter Baldwin
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Migration Assistant:
When I purchased my new iMac I migrated my old iMac files to my new computer, using Migration Assistant. The
process went very smoothly, and with some minor exceptions I didn't need to do any extra modifications to my new
system as it operated just like before.
However, I recently saw a folder named "Home (from old mac)” in my root directory. I checked it out and saw
it was empty. I realised that this was probably leftover from the migration process.
The dilemma which then confronted me was - Does this folder serve any purpose, or can I safely delete it?
The answer I received through a Google search was “You should be able to delete it. You are correct in assuming that it is leftover from Migration Assistant”.
I went ahead and deleted the folder with no ongoing problem.
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
Peter Baldwin

iPad Tips:
1. How to change from using a Bluetooth external keyboard to the iPad internal keyboard.
If you swap between an external Bluetooth keyboard for large documents and the internal keyboard for short emails
etc, then the following tip could be handy.
The problem with swapping keyboards when still in Bluetooth range is that the external keyboard later needs to be
set up for Bluetooth.
Solution:
Click on the eject button on the external keyboard (top right key). You are then able to use the internal keyboard.
To return to using the external keyboard, just start typing on it. The Bluetooth connection is never broken.

2. Caps Lock:
To lock Capitals on, hold down both Capital arrow keys at the same time for a few seconds.

3. Quick Apostrophe:
To insert an Apostrophe in the text, without going to the numeric and symbols alternative keyboard - touch and hold
the Exclamation mark until he Apostrophe appears.
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Have you had a problem trying to export Address Book Vcf files into an Xls document?
Contributed by Editorʼs Brother - Ross Baldwin

Here is your answer:
The following program converts Vcf files to Csv, which are able to be
imported into Excel. You can then check that an email address is
present in Excel and delete all the superfluous information about phone
numbers, addresses etc.

Click on this link for details- labs.brotherli.ch/vcfconvert/

Two Useful Websites suggested by member Peter Dodds:
1. Prepaid Debit Cards: http://www.yourlifechoices.com.au/news/prepaid-debit-cards
2. Top Five Tips for staying Safe Online: - Click on the link below:
http://www.yourlifechoices.com.au/news/top-five-tips-for-staying-safe-online
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How to manually Join a Wireless Network:
With a laptop and a few dollars in your pocket, nearly any coffee shop can be your remote office, thanks to wireless
Internet access. Mac OS X is smart about wireless networks, asking if you want to join one when you're in range if
you're not already connected. You can also choose a network manually, as follows1.
2.
3.

Click the AirPort icon in the menu bar.
Choose a network to use; the icons to the right of the name indicate whether a network requires a password
and show the signal strength.
In the dialog that appears, enter the network password and click OK.

Hold down Option and click the AirPort menu bar icon to view a host of technical information about the networks,
such as which protocols they use, transmit rates, and types of security employed.

There's Always Space for Dashboard
Dashboard is automatically assigned a Space in Mission Control. If you like using Spaces (alternate Desktops) to
control screen clutter, you might want Dashboard to relinquish its automatic assignment so that you can use that
Space for something else. Sorry—you can uncheck the Show Dashboard as a Space option in the Mission Control
preferences, but it won't open up another Space. Even if you never use Dashboard, its Space is permanently
reserved.

Sorting Lists by Size in Finder Windows
In the view options window for the list view or Cover
Flow view window you want to customise, turn on the
Calculate All Sizes checkbox to sort the list by size—
this technique works even if the list includes folders.
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Keep Your Mac Awake for Remote Sharing
When you have Screen Sharing and File Sharing set up, you're ready to travel the world, secure in the knowledge
that your home Mac is just an Internet connection away. But what if your Mac goes to sleep while you're away, or a
brief power outage shuts down your Mac? It's even possible (though unlikely) that Lion could crash, leaving you
with a temporarily unavailable Mac.
Or would it?
Here's how to make your Mac a little more resilient to these types of failures:
1.
2.
3.

Launch System Preferences.
In the Hardware section, click the Energy Saver icon.
When the Energy Saver preferences appear, make sure that the following boxes are checked:
•
Wake for Ethernet Network Access (which will wake a sleeping Mac when you try to connect to it
remotely)
•
Start Up Automatically After a Power Failure
•
Restart Automatically If the Computer Freezes

With these settings, your Mac's connection should be fairly reliable (barring any unexpected occurrences, of
course).

Fine-Tuning Colour Options for Your Display
Colour profiles and the Display Calibrator Assistant are advanced features of Mac OS. They work with ColorSync to
display colours onscreen as they will appear when printed.
1. In the Displays preferences pane, click the Colour button.
2. To limit the selection of colour profiles to just those designed to work with your display, turn on the Show
Profiles for This Display Only checkbox.
3. To use a predefined display, select one of the Display Profiles.
4. To get details for a selected display, click the Open Profile button to display a window with information. You
can click the window's Close button to dismiss it when you're finished.
5. To calibrate your monitor, click the Calibrate button. This action launches the Display Calibrator Assistant,
which steps you through the process of fine-tuning colour options for your display.
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How to Upgrade to Mountain Lion:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Click the Mac App Store icon in the Dock to open it.
Locate OS X Mountain Lion (it shouldn't be difficult, but if necessary use the Search field in the upper-right
corner of the store window).
Click the price button ($19.99), and then click it again when the button reads "Buy App."
Enter your Apple ID (the same one you use for purchasing media from iTunes) and click the Buy button. The
Mountain Lion installer appears in the Dock (under Snow Leopard) or in the LaunchPad (Lion) and begins
downloading.
Go and do something else that occupies your time while the 4 GB installer downloads. To check its progress,
click the Purchases button in the Mac App store or view the progress bar on the icon in the Dock or in
LaunchPad. You can continue to work on the computer while Mountain Lion downloads.

Mountain Lion Inherits from iPad:
OS X 10.8 Mountain Lion incorporates concepts from the iPad, such as controlling some actions using finger
gestures if you use a trackpad; accessing applications on one screen, called Launchpad; viewing notifications;
automatic saving of documents; and working with applications full screen.

An interesting experience with Mountain Lion:
Contributed by Editorʼs Brother - Ross Baldwin
“My MacBook Pro 17 has been very slow for the last few months. It runs Parallels as well as the OSX. I had been
contemplating scrubbing the Hard Drive and starting again.
Instead,I downloaded Mountain Lion and then ran the Disk Utility. It told me there was a major problem with the
Hard Drive and that it needed to be repaired. I discovered that it was possible to undertake the repair without a CD
disk (you must however be connected to a WiFi network).
To commence the repair process I held down the repair button, “Command> R”. The computer turned off and
restarted in a safe mode, presumably drawing on "Lion" from the Cloud.
The repair took about 30 minutes and then asked how the computer should be restarted.
I clicked to start from my hard drive and all was well.
I was very pleased with that little success”. Click on the Link below for further information about similar problems.
http://support.apple.com/kb/HT4718?viewlocale=en_US&locale=en_US
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OS X Mountain Lion Pocket Guide
The Ultimate Quick Guide to OS X

By Chris Seibold
Publisher: O'Reilly Media
Released: July 2012
Pages: 272

Description:
This low-priced, handy guide is packed with practical guidance for members who want to jump in and start using
the OS X Mountain Lion. Written by Jeff Carlson, this essential companion features witty writing, eye-catching
graphics, and a clean design to help members get the most out of OS X Mountain Lion. The author guides
readers through Apple's OS X Mountain Lion, showing you how to:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Download, set up, and start using Mountain Lion.
Manage files with iCloud.
Swipe, pinch, and scroll: Master Mountain Lion's Multi Touch gestures.
Install applications from the Mac App Store, and stay safe with Gatekeeper.
Stay in touch: Enjoy video calls with family and friends with FaceTime and chat them up with Messages.
Don't miss another email, calendar alert, or friendʼs request with Notification Centre.
Show off your gaming skills through Game Centre.

In addition, the author offers plenty of tips and tricks and step by step instructions, guides for trouble shooting and
other advice - all in an easy to read format.
Peter Baldwin
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OS X Mountain Lion: The Missing Manual

By David Pogue
Publisher: O'Reilly Media
Released: July 2012. Pages: 890

This latest Missing manual, by the “Pogue Press - O'Reilly team” was able to be published much sooner than previous
editions because it is based upon “Mac OS X Lion: the Missing Manual”. Words and images have not been changed where
there was no reason to change them.
Mountain Lion has over 200 new features, many of which are taken from the iOS Operating system for iPad, such as
Dictation, Notification Centre and Reminders and they come with almost no instructions. This is where this book proves its
value.
The Manual begins with Chapter 0, a tutorial. This tutorial clearly and simply walks you through how Apple designers want
you to work with Lion and Mountain Lion.
You will work with gestures on the trackpad, with the launchpad, and in full screen mode so you concentrate on your subject.
You will be in control of what is on your screen with Mission Control.
It is your decision as to whether you like this new way of working, and when it will work best for you.
It is a steep learning curve for me, but I am gradually finding that I like to work with some of these new techniques.
There are many well labeled illustrations that help to clarify the narrative.
In my opinion this Manual has been written for beginners. It uses simple language and provides step by step instructions on
how to use the various facets of Mountain Lion.
However, more advanced users will find plenty of useful information in this book because it also goes into precise detail.
I think that this Manual is better than any of the previous best selling OS X Missing Manuals.
There is something new on practically every page, and David Pogue brings his celebrated wit and expertise to every one of
them.
I am still working my way through the book. You can pick any topic and flick backwards and forwards through the book.
I have purchased and extensively used the OS X Missing Manuals since becoming a convert to Apple/Mac and I have to
state that I find it invaluable to have a copy on my bookshelf! #
THOROUGHLY RECOMMENDED.

!

!

!

!

Peter Baldwin
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How To Turn Digital Photos Into Movies On Your Mac In
Four Simple Steps:
Boinx FotoMagico lets you create professional slideshows from your photos and
music with just a few, simple mouse clicks. It has a very clean and intuitive yet
powerful user interface. High image quality, fast performance, and user flexibility
were some of the design goals for this application.
Available From
Boinx Software
for
$31.99

I played with it for a while, watched the demo and then read the manual to learn a few new tips and tricks. I like the
fact that you have a lot of the 3D effects you get in Keynote, but these are much easier to combine with titles and
sync to the music or narration. I found I could use the program without the requirement to have others open.
FotoMagico syncs with iTunes, Garageband and iPhoto, without the need to have those programs open.

Four basic steps to create very attractive, compelling video scenes from static digital photos:

1. Open FotoMagico, click on the Images button, and select an album in
iPhoto. Drag and drop photos into the FotoMagico timeline in the order
you want the images to appear.
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2. Set the Pan and Zoom on each photo. FotoMagico can display
the photoʼs begin point and end point.The Zoom and Rotation tools
give you fine granular controls so you can zoom in, or pan across a
photo over a period of time.
FotoMagico gives you detailed controls to manage the length of
zooms and pans, the length of time the photo displays, even the
length of the transition.

3. Set the transition for each photo in the timeline. Transitions can be simple cuts, dissolves, wipes, slides and
pushes, twirls, and many other effects.
4. Add text to your photos. FotoMagicoʼs text tools give you all the fonts on your Mac.
Text can be aligned left, right, center or justified. Add colors, change opacity and set
start and stop points for text animation to appear and disappear exactly when you want.
These four simple steps will give you a beautiful movie made entirely of digital
photos from iPhoto.
The above steps only outline the basic photo-to-movie slideshow. FotoMagico does
much more. You can add an audio track from iTunes and place it in the timeline for
background music.
You can use the Ken Burns Effect to add motion to each photo.
Even text can be animated similar to what you see on broadcast television.
You can also drop video clips into the timeline and treat them just like a photo.
Once you are finished, export your video to YouTube, or burn it as a DVD, or share it to
iTunes for viewing on a Mac, iPhone, or iPad.
All the controls are built-in and self explanatory. "
"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

Peter Baldwin
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Cheap Parking By Fastshop Pty Ltd
Description
The 'Cheap Parking' app powered by www.CarParking.info is the only independent car park comparison app for
Australia, New Zealand and Singapore.
“We cover all private operators such as Secure Parking, Wilson Parking, Interpark, Pri Park, Care Park, Metro
Parking, GreenCo and more. We also cover council car parks, shopping centre car parks, hotel car parks and
hospital car parks giving you the widest coverage possible.
We keep an eye on all the car park rate cards to ensure that you get the most accurate info! Simply enter in your
time arriving/leaving and weʼll do the rest.
Our search will account for special rates so you can take advantage of any early bird or flat rates that may apply to
your search times.
Cheap Parking is kept FREE to users thanks to the support from DRIVE.COM.AU!”

Australia Petrol Service Stations Locator By Appandus Sdn. Bhd.
Description
Use this locator to find your nearest petrol service stations and the facilities offered like ATM, fast foods, car wash,
toilet etc.
Features:
-Locate nearest stations.
-Search by location / service / post code.
-Details of station like address, phone number & list of services offered.
-Map (Normal & Satellite) and Get Direction.
-4,750 petrol service stations included!
This app doesn't belong to a petrol company. It's independent and there's an option to locate BP, Caltex, Shell,
Mobil and United service stations throughout Australia, which is a lifesaver if you're getting low on fuel on an
unfamiliar road.
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How come Thailand has an iPhone 5S before Apple has even released any
kind of iPhone 5?
“On a recent trip to Phuket,Thailand, we saw many small "market stalls" (definitely not shops) selling
copious Apple iPads and iPhones.
Not once at any of these stalls could I see displayed the "Authorised Apple Reseller" signs that you see on
Apple shops in Australia, which immediately made me a bit suspicious.
Our travelling companions were vaguely interested in the iPhones and stopped at one
stall to make some enquiries. The salesman had a box on the counter that was clearly
labelled iPhone 5S – yes 5S. He told our friends the cost which equated after currency
conversions to be around the AUD $100.00. Now I know things are much cheaper in
Thailand than Australia but I was not that naïve to know that that price was impossible.
Apart from the simple fact that Apple has not yet released the iPhone 5 at all, I warned
our friends not to even touch the phone because it could be locked to a Thai network. Of
course the salesman assured them it was not locked to any network. Hmmmm ???? I
wonder about that!
Two days later, we passed the same stall in the same market and the same salesman recognised us and
again tried to persuade our friends to purchase the iPhone 5S. This time I stressed to this salesman that I
knew it definitely could not be an iPhone 5S because I knew for sure the iPhone 5 of any description had
not yet been released by Apple. He then admitted that inside the box was an iPhone 4S. Even if it it was an
iPhone 4S, I still found the price of around AUD $100.00 very suspicious indeed. I informed him that I did
not like "cheats" and with a big grin – he commented: "We can do anything in Thailand".
Needless to say he made no sale to us. The lesson to be learned in this instance must definitely be –
Buyer Beware.”
"
Contributed by Remote Member Marg Boyles (a former Committee Member of this Club).
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The following Books (at Discounted Prices) are still available for purchase:

“Mac Computing for Seniors in easy steps”

“Mac Basics in easy steps”

One Copy available ($15.00)

One Copy available ($15.00)

“Mac OS X Lion Made Simple”
One Copy available ($15.00)

These books all come highly recommended to members who are new to the world of Apple. They also provide valuable
advice and Tips to the seasoned Mac user.
Logically organised, and presented at a moderate tempo, the books guide you through the "need-to-know" material,
while stopping occasionally to touch on some worthy "nice-to-know" gems.

For enquiries re Book Orders:
Email Peter....
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Printed in the Geelong Advertiser on 11th August 2012
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This Program is available to all members. We will attempt to resolve your urgent Mac problems if we can, or
alternatively give you advice about where to seek further assistance.
Peter Oakley is available to take your call on 0409 094 655.
Alternatively you could make a booking for assistance by using the Form on the website or by contacting
Make a Booking
with Peter Oakley... Peter Oakley using the email link listed opposite.
Committee Members (Pink Tags) are available during the coffee break for assistance.
In many cases you may find a solution to your problem by inserting your question in Google. It is amazing
what information you will find.

New Members Welcome
We welcome all Apple/Mac Users. What are you waiting for?
Web: www.bellarinemac.org.au
Visit our Website for Membership Details
OR
Email Secretary, Pat Hollis, for Membership enquiries: Email Pat ...
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